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This thesis focuses on the popularity of simulation games in contemporary China. It 
aims to understand Chinese users’ motivations for playing and abandoning simulation games, 
and to explore the strategies that Chinese game designers use to attract players by capitalizing 
upon the Chinese sociological characteristics. It also attempts to examine the potential 
benefits of playing simulation games on Chinese gamers’ life by interpreting how simulation 
games promote people’s interpersonal relationships, character development, and other 
personal skills. This research mainly concentrates on three sub-genres of simulation games: 
life simulation, dating simulation, and construction and management simulation games. By 
analyzing the results of 30 semi-structured interviews with Chinese college students aged 
from 19 to 25, the author concludes that affective interaction, achieving a sense of 
satisfaction, and fantasy fulfillment are three crucial reasons that Chinese gamers are addicted 
to simulation games. On the other hand, three factors: a lack of immersion, money-oriented 
game systems, and repetitive game settings, contribute to their fatigue of playing simulation 
games. Furthermore, from highlighting the developers’ strategies such as creating a shared 
sense of identity, satisfying Chinese players’ nostalgia and yearn for farming life, and 
winning over the female players, the author sheds light on phenomena that are unique to 
contemporary Chinese society. In China, the public views Chinese video games mainly as a 
form of entertainment. However, this work highlights the possibilities of using simulation 
games as an educational and training tool. 









On January 1, 2018, an LED banner on a 100-story skyscraper in Shenzhen, China, was 
lit up for celebrating the birthday of Li Zeyan, a virtual character in the hottest Chinese dating 
simulation game, Love and Producer. A few Chinese gamers spent $39,000 on this 3-minute 
advertisement to show their addiction and love towards this imaginary boyfriend.1 On the 
screen, it displayed, “Happy birthday, Li Zeyan! We bought this with your black card, so 
don’t be surprised.” Incredibly, the immersion of game users into this simulation game can 
make them treat a virtual character like a real person. This kind of phenomenon is not new. In 
2009, Happy Farm, a farm management simulation, which requires the users to take care of 
their virtual land and to trade with or steal the crops from their neighbors, started a trend that 
people of all ages became addicted to, spending their leisure time playing it. The highest 
number of daily active users, who logged into this game at least every 24 hours, climbed to 
23 million after its launch.2 The success of these domestic simulation games demonstrates 
that their popularization and influence on Chinese society are striking and meaningful to 
explore.  
Simulation games, which originated in the US and were popularized in Japan, are a 
type of video game “developed as an artificial environment that resembles a specific real-life 
situation.”3 Once simulation games entered into the Chinese game industry, they continually 
increased in prevalence.4 Initially, due to the lack of domestic game companies, foreign 
 
1 Zheping Huang, “Chinese Women Are Spending Millions of Dollars on Virtual Boyfriends,” Quartz, January 
31, 2018. 
2 Elliott NG, “China’s Growing Addiction: Online Farming Games,” VentureBeat, October 29, 2009.  
3 Vincent A. M Peters and Geert A. N. Vissers. “A Simple Classification Model for Debriefing Simulation 
Games,” Simulation & Gaming 35, no. 1 (March 2004): 75.  
4 IResearch, “Share of Chinese version video games on Steam platform in 2018, by game type,” Chart, 
December 26, 2018, Statista. 
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simulation games were imported into China and translated into Chinese.5 Following the 
technical advancement, Chinese game companies such as Soft Star (大宇资讯), Soft-world 
(智冠科技), and Subor Culture (小霸王) stepped onto the stage and devoted themselves to 
game development. Domestic video games, including simulation games, were released and 
further promoted, becoming mature. In recent years, to reinforce the hashtag and concept of 
“Chinese-made”, Chinese simulation game developers tend to add more Chinese 
characteristics and cultural elements into the game content, which has drawn a lot of 
attention.6 It is anticipated that this market has great potential for further improvement. 
This study will focus on three categories of simulation games: life simulation games, 
dating simulation games, and construction and management simulation games. It introduces 
the evolution of simulation games in contemporary China and delves into the reasons behind 
their explosive popularity from a socio-psychological perspective. Through analyzing the 
results of 30 semi-structured interviews, this research aims to find out what are the 
motivations of Chinese players to play or give up a particular simulation game and introduce 
how the gaming designs that are used to cater to the public’s tastes and expectations reflect 
Chinese social phenomena. Further, it investigates if Chinese simulation games can positively 
influence the quality of people’s real-world activities. This chapter presents my hypotheses, 
 
5 Qiushui Xiao 萧秋水, “Zhongguo youxi shichang de zuotian, Jin Tian, He Ming Tian” 中国游戏市场的昨
天，今天和明天 [The History, Present, and Future of Chinese Gaming Market] , Hu Xiu 虎嗅, April 08, 2019.  
6 Josh Ye, “Hit Game Chinese Parents Is a Funny and Insightful Look at Growing up in China.” Abacus, July 1, 
2019.        
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methodology, literature review, and background on the Chinese game industry and the 
adoption of Chinese simulation games.  
Hypotheses and Methodology 
In this study, my first hypothesis is that Chinese young people are interested in fantasy 
fulfillment, the satisfaction of achievement, and the affective interaction the simulation 
games offer them. Further, I propose that factors such as repetitive game design, the lack of 
sense of immersion and the money-oriented game system will lead to the abandonment of 
simulation games. Finally, I hypothesize that simulation games have positive effects on 
people’s real-life activities such as fostering interpersonal relationships; promoting character 
development; and cultivating knowledge and skills such as the ability of decision making, 
planning and leadership. To approach my research, I used a 15- to 20-minute semi-structured 
interview to collect responses and data.  
The samples were 30 Chinese students who are currently locating and studying in the 
US or China. There were 15 men and 15 women participating. Many of the interview 
participants were selected from Chinese students in UNC-Chapel Hill or through personal 
connection such as friends, classmates, or people recommended by friends. The age range of 
individuals was between 19 to 25. All the participants were compensated with a $6 gift. The 
interview questions were asked in both English and Chinese. Respondents were allowed to 
use their preferred language to answer the questions (all the interviewees answered in 
Chinese). The interview questions mainly focused on their previous game experience and 
opinions of Chinese simulation games. To ensure the feasibility and effectiveness of my 
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interviews, I first conducted a test interview with a peer. During the conversation, I found 
that some of the interview questions, such as, “Could you describe the gaming experience 
that most impressed you,” were broad and less connected to my thesis hypotheses. Therefore, 
I revised most of the interview questions and coded them.  
The final version included 20 questions in total for people who had gaming experience 
(See Appendix I). The questions were submitted to the Institutional Review Board of the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, which determined the study qualified for 
Exempt status. Some sample interview questions were: “What springs to mind when you hear 
the term ‘simulation games’?”;  “Which simulation game do you feel most addicted to?”; 
“What aspects of simulation games most attracted you?”;  “What may lead you to abandon a 
particular simulation game?”;  “If you could design a simulation game, what concepts you 
would want to reinforce?”;  “Do you learn anything from playing simulation games?”. For 
participants who are inexperienced in simulation games, they were required to give their 
responses on three questions: “What factors led you to never try simulation games?”, “Do 
you have an opinion about simulation games?” and “How did you form that opinion?”. I 
recorded, translated, and analyzed all the interview responses, and I used them as primary 
evidence in later chapters. Books, scholarly journals, players’ comments on game review 




Many early studies on video games have focused on the negative aspect of game 
violence.7 Anderson found that long-time exposure to violent games leads to an aggressive 
personality. 8 Meanwhile, Chappell and other researchers emphasized that people who play 
games for excessive amounts of time appear to experience some negative consequences in 
their work, school, or daily life.9 In China, the video games industry rapidly grew “due to 
innovative business models of Chinese companies,” and domestic games were also exported 
to overseas markets, especially in Asia.10 The negative impacts of video games on “health, 
productivity, and children’s education” have always been a concern of both the public and the 
government.11 A Chinese journalist, Xia Fei, has described video games as “digital heroin” to 
warn people the danger of playing video games.12 To avoid game addiction, since 2002 the 
Chinese government prohibited any internet cafes that are located too close to schools13 and 
in 2019 it implemented the policy on restricting the playing hours of users younger than 18.14 
Furthermore, the advertisement of online and PC games programs has been banned in 
traditional media, such as radio, TV, and newspaper.15  
 
7 Thaddeus Griebel, “Self-Portrayal in a Simulated Life: Projecting Personality and Values in The Sims 2,” The 
international journal of computer game research, Game Studies 6, no.1 (December 2006).  
8 Craig A. Anderson, and Karen E. Dill, “Video Games and Aggressive Thoughts, Feelings, and Behavior in the 
Laboratory and in Life,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 78, no. 4 (2000): 779. 
9 Darren Chappell, Virginia Eatough, Mark N. O. Davies, and Mark Griffiths, “EverQuest—It’s Just a Computer 
Game Right? An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis of Online Gaming Addiction,” International 
Journal of Mental Health and Addiction 4, no. 3 (2006): 214. 
10 Nir Kshetri, “The Evolution of the Chinese Online Gaming Industry,” Journal of Technology Management in 
China 4, no. 2 (2009): 159.  
11 Richard D. Ewing, “China’s online video game wars,” The China Business Review 34, no. 4 (July, 2007): 46.  
12 Liao, Sara X. T. “Japanese Console Games Popularization in China: Governance, Copycats, and Gamers.” 
Games and Culture 11, no. 3 (May 2016): 275–97. 
13 Yousafzai, Shumaila, Zaheer Hussain, and Mark Griffiths. “Social Responsibility in Online Video Gaming: 
What Should the Videogame Industry Do?” Addiction Research & Theory 22, no. 3 (October 2013): 182. 
14 Zheping Huang, “Chinese Women Are Spending Millions of Dollars on Virtual Boyfriends,” Quartz, January 
31, 2018.  
15 Anthony Y. H. Fung, and Sara Xueting Liao, Video Games around the World, China. Edited by Mark J. P. 
Wolf. Cambridge, Massachusetts: The MIT Press, 2016, 9. 
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However, based on some findings of US scholars, the benefits of playing video games 
on the development and education of teenagers are substantial. For example, researchers 
found the technology of video games might help “increase attention abilities in children with 
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.”16 Furthermore, simulation games, in particular, are 
constructive for users’ real-life activities because simulation games can cultivate people’s 
global empathy and interest in learning different cultures.17 In countries like the United 
States, simulation games are accepted and used as an educational tool in business classes to 
train students’ abilities to plan, analyze, and make decisions.18 In China, even though 
simulation games are not practically applied to the class teaching, the scholars found that  
Chinese indigenous cultural elements in the simulation games “have been strengthened and 
increased precisely because of the globalization process.”19 For example, role-playing games 
with traditional Chinese features, which used to be a broader concept of simulation games, 
was “the particular stronghold” of the Chinese market in the initial stage of its development.20 
Dr. Deng Jian, a Chinese scholar at Shanghai University who researches gaming and urban 
culture, points out that this practice is an efficient way to exploit the possibility of domestic 
games and to enhance the design differences between imported and domestic simulations to 
 
16 Thaddeus Griebel, “Self-Portrayal in a Simulated Life: Projecting Personality and Values in The Sims 2.” 
17 Christine M. Bachen, Pedro F. Hernández-Ramos, and Chad Raphael, “Simulating REAL LIVES: Promoting 
Global Empathy and Interest in Learning Through Simulation Games,” Simulation&Game, 43, no.4 (2012): 
450. 
18 John Gaber, “Simulating Planning,” Journal of Planning Education and Research 27, no. 2 (2007): 113.  
19 Cao, and Downing, “The Realities of Virtual Play,” 521. 
20 Cao, and Downing, “The Realities of Virtual Play,” 522. 
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prevent cultural colonization.21 However, the potential benefits of Chinese domestic 
simulation games on users’ real-world activities are still underestimated.  
It is noticeable that previous scholarship mainly concentrates on exploring the 
beneficial effects of simulation games to people in countries like the U.S., where these types 
of games originated. But the users of the Chinese games market are overlooked. In fact, 
China has already become the world’s biggest gaming market with the highest revenue. As is 
evident from the abrupt closing down of a PC pet simulation, QQ Pet, and the incredible 
popularity of a mobile dating simulation game, Love and Producer, the Chinese games 
industry begun its transformation from PC-based video games to smartphone games.22 
Chinese young people are obsessed with simulation games and willing to spend a 
considerable amount of money on virtual pets, virtual boyfriends, and virtual farms. 
However, those game users also tend to switch their preferred games quickly based on 
fashionable game trends and popularity. Their motivations for playing and quitting the games 
are also underexplored. This research aims at demonstrating the addictions and fatigue of 
game users, offering the readers a deeper understanding of the positive impacts of simulation 
games on Chinese gamers’ life. 
Development of the Chinese Game Industry 
 
21 Huiqian Zhong 钟慧芊, “Zhongguo youxi sanshinian jinhuashi ” 中国游戏 30 年进化史 [A Thirty-year 
Evolution of Chinese Games], Xin Zhou Kan 新周刊, November 05, 2018.  
22 Karen Chiu.“What the death of QQ Pets tells us about China’s internet transformation.” Abacus, July 3, 2018.  
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“Video game” is a term that includes arcade games, console games, single PC games, 
online games, smartphone games, and so on.23 Video games in China have about a 30-year 
history and are being developed at a dramatically rapid pace.24 Playing video games that 
replaced television watching is the most frequent leisure activity of citizens, especially for 
Chinese youth. In 2004, “25.4 percent of urban youth reported video games as the medium 
they most enjoyed, followed by television (18.8%).” 25 In 2007, the Chinese game industry 
became one of the largest online game markets all over the world, with approximately 47 
million game players.26 In 2017, about half of the Chinese population (nearly 731 million 
people) had access to the internet.27 Chinese game users in that year reached to 583 million 
according to the data from Statista, an online data portal.28 Within ten years, the population of 
game users increased nearly 12 times. In 2018, Chinese video games players alone spent 
about $38 billion on video games, which is about 28% percent of the global market share.29  
The foundation of the Chinese video games market can be traced back to the 1980s. 
Party Chairman Deng Xiaoping (1904-1997), who played a significant role in modernizing 
the country and opening the local market to foreign business, emphasized the importance of 
computer education during his visit to Shanghai in 1984.30 Under his initiative, the 
 
23 Yong Cao, and John D.h. Downing, “The Realities of Virtual Play: Video Games and Their Industry in 
China,” Media, Culture & Society 30, no. 4 (2008): 515.  
24 Zhong, “Zhongguo youxi sanshinian jinhuashi.” 
25 Cao, and Downing, “The Realities of Virtual Play,” 515. 
26 An overall report on Chinese game industry in 2007. (In Chinese) Accessed in 
http://www.joynews.cn/uploadfile/2016/1201/20161201032237685.pdf 
27 Gianluigi Negro, The Internet in China: From Infrastructure to a Nascent Civil Society, Cham, Switzerland: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2017, 98. 
28 Game Committee of the Publishers Association of China, und Tencent, “Total number of game users in China 
from 2008 to 2019 (in millions),” Chart, August 12, 2019, Statista. 
29 Williams, “What the Heck’s Going on in China's Video-Game Market, the Largest in the World?” 
30 Gianluigi Negro, The Internet in China, 97. 
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developmental process of national information infrastructure sped up. Arcade games from the 
US and Japan were introduced into China31 and people could exchange RMB for game 
currency and play arcade games in privately owned game rooms, which usually opened 
beside or in shopping malls.32 In the late 80s, home game consoles in Japan, such as 
Nintendo’s Family Computer, started to emerge in the Chinese market. Later, a local Chinese 
company released Xiao Ba Wang (小霸王), a imitation and cheaper version of Family 
Computer.33 This company achieved great success by advertising Xiao Ba Wang as a learning 
machine. 
Single PC games also entered the Chinese market in the late 1980s. Due to the high cost 
of home computers, single PC games were not as popular as arcades and console games until 
the late 1990s and early 2000s.34 On account of a government ban in June 2000, console 
games became illegal due to their violent elements and perceived negative impacts on 
Chinese teenagers. The removal of game consoles drove the majority of Chinese gaming 
users to PC-based games. Internet cafes, which offered the game players a place to access 
computers, were found throughout the country.35 However, rampant piracy also followed 
with the increasingly lucrative market. For the target customer of PC games, teenagers, this 
attractive price motivated them to abandon legal and proper channels. Due to piracy, 
domestic game companies were severely impacted, and some of them faced bankruptcy until 
 
31 Cao, and Downing, “The Realities of Virtual Play,” 516.   
32 Qi Wang, Xianghua Ding, Tun Lu, Huanhuan Xia, and Ning Gu, “Infrastructural Experiences,” Proceedings 
of the ACM 2012 Conference on Computer Supported Cooperative Work - CSCW 12, 2012, 583. 
33 Zhong, “Zhongguo youxi sanshinian jinhua shi”.” 
34 Cao, and Downing, “The Realities of Virtual Play,”517 
35 Junhao Hong, and Li Huang, “A Split and Swaying Approach to Building Information Society: The Case of 
Internet Cafes in China,” Telematics and Informatics 22, no. 4 (2005): 378.  
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the government enacted and enforced a policy to wipe out the piracy market.36 The online 
game market began with the emergence of casual games in the late 1990s and thrived in 2001 
due to the boom of massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs).37 Online games, 
especially MMOGs, offer Chinese youth a platform to socialize and cooperate with other 
gamers through engaging in a game competition as a team.38 Furthermore, the rapid progress 
of internet infrastructure, such as the penetration of both the internet and internet cafes in 
China, fueled online gaming.39 In 2017 alone, the revenue from the online game market was 
235.5 billion yuan (about 33.6 billion in US dollars).40 At present, China is the largest online 
gaming market in the world. 
Currently, mobile video gaming is growing in China as smartphone companies develop; 
smartphones became widely popularized following the increase of the minimum wage 
throughout the country in 2012.41 According to the data from Statista, in China, there were 
around 713 million smartphone users in 2018.42 Due to the convenience and high 
accessibility of smartphones, many games companies such as Tencent Games, NetEase 
Games, and Perfect World shifted their attention to the mobile gaming market. People that 
used to play Single-PC games are now switching over to mobile games on handheld devices. 
 
36 “Pirates Steal Video Game Riches in China,” CNBC, January 9, 2014. 
37 Mirko Ernkvist, and Patrik Ström, “Enmeshed in Games with the Government: Governmental Policies and the 
Development of the Chinese Online Game Industry,” Games and Culture 3, no. 1 (January 2008): 99.  
38 Cao, and Downing, “The Realities of Virtual Play,”518. 
39 Kshetri, “The Evolution of the Chinese Online Gaming Industry,” 159.  
40 IResearch, “Revenues generated by online gaming in China from 2013 to 2022 (in billion yuan),” Chart, 
January 23, 2018, Statista. 
41 Ian Weber, and Lu Jia, “Internet and Self-Regulation in China: The Cultural Logic of Controlled 
Commodification,” Media, Culture & Society 29, no. 5 (September 2007): 778. 




Based on the data from iResearch, the distribution of PC games (both client and web) in 
overall market share decreased from 86.9% in 2013 to 36.1% in 2017. In contrast, the 
contribution of mobile games expanded from 13.1% to 62.1% during the same period.43 It 
shows that Chinese game market is experiencing a significant transformation from PC games 
to mobile games.  
Brief Overview of Simulation Games 
Simulation games are video games that imitate real-life activities or situations such as 
farming, dating, racing, or city-building. They contain many sub-genres for various purposes, 
including training and education, strategical tactics, or planning. In countries like the US, 
simulation games have been utilized as an educational tool to complement traditional 
teaching methods.44 In the mid-1980s, a series of games with “Simulator” in the title was 
released by the Code Masters and the Oliver Twins, two UK game companies.45 The first 
simulation game, Fortune Builder, was released in 1984 by an American company, Coleco 
Industries.46 People use that game to teach business management. There is no compulsory 
goal in the game, so the players are allowed to set up their objectives and take control of the 
game.  
 
43 Neha Chamaria, “China’s Online Gaming Industry: A Mobile-First World,” The Motley Fool Hong Kong, 
April 17, 2019.  
44 Francesco Costantino, Giulio Di Gravio, Ahmed Shaban, and Massimo Tronci, “A Simulation-Based Game 
Approach for Teaching Operations Management Topics,” Proceedings Title: Proceedings of the 2012 Winter 
Simulation Conference (WSC), 2012.  
45 George Osborn, “In a Spin: The Oliver Twins Tell Us Their Personal Video Games Industry History,” 30 
Years of Play, July 3, 2019.  
46 “Fortune Builder (Video Game).” TV Tropes. 
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With the advent of more and more creative simulation games, any objects and 
behaviors in daily life or beyond have the possibility of being the element or concept of 
simulation games. The definition of simulation games has become extremely broad. Some 
well-known ones in the U.S. are The Sims, Cities: Skylines, and War Thunder. The popularity 
of simulation games can be traced back to the release of the first version of SimCity in 
1989.47 SimCity is a city-building simulation game that the users can use to create their 
imagined city on undeveloped land. To operate the game world, gamers need to build up 
infrastructures such as houses, roads, power plants, and all the public services that require a 
city in the real world. Furthermore, users need to determine the tax rate, health policy, and 
law.48 This game sold over a million copies worldwide and translated into numerous 
languages. The success of SimCity laid a foundation for the further development of 
simulation games.  
In China, the industry of simulation games was started during the introduction of video 
games from other countries, especially Japan and the US. The choices arcades provided in 
simulation games were limited, only racing or gambling simulations. However, there were 
many imported consoles and PC-based simulation games that offered great variety.49 Pirated 
Single-PC games such as SimCity, Planet Coaster, and Theme Hospital were the most 
 
47 Maaike Lauwaert, The Place of Play: Toys and Digital Cultures, Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 
2009, 73. 
48 Yu-Ling Lin, and Hong-Wen Lin. “Learning Results and Terminal Values from the Players of SimCity and 
The Sims.” Behaviour & Information Technology 36, no. 2 (2016): 210.   
49 Xiaobo Wu 吴晓波, Tengxun Zhuan 1998-2016 : Zhongguo hulianwang gongsi jinhualun 腾讯传 1998-
2016 : 中国互联网公司进化论. Hangzhou Shi: Zhejiang da xue chu ban she, 2017. 
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popular simulation games for the first generation of Chinese game users.50 Those simulation 
games were translated into Chinese and created a considerable amount of revenue for 
Chinese companies. Meanwhile, handheld game console platform for the pet simulation 
game, Tamagotchi, was wildly popular across the whole country.51 The game setting is 
straightforward in that users merely push three buttons to raise a pet from an egg to an adult. 
According to the data published by the official website of Bandai, there were over 76 million 
Tamagotchi that were sold worldwide in 2000.52 At the same time, in China, owning a 
Tamagotchi became a new fashion among children and teenagers. Pirated versions of 
Tamagotchi could be found in every roadside market.53 Sensing its huge market potential, a 
Chinese game developer created a domestic version of Tamagotchi, and other locally 
produced simulation games started to emerge in the market.54 The domestic simulation games 
became more and more popularized, gaining a growing fan base. 
While this chapter presents the evolutionary history of the Chinese game industry and 
domestic simulation games, Chapter 2 elaborates on three dominant motivations for users to 
play and give up simulation games. Chapter 3 discusses the unique design features of three 
 
50 BMesport. “Wanwu jieke moni! danni liaojie moni youxi de qianshi jinsheng ma?” 万物皆可“模拟”！但
你了解模拟游戏的前世今身吗 [Everything Can Be Simulated, But Do You Know the History of Simulation 
Games], October 21.  
51 This digital pet game was designed by Bandai Company, a Japanese video game company, and released in 
1996. Arielle Pardes, “Tamagotchi Have Returned to Bewitch a New Generation,” Wired. Conde Nast, May 31, 
2019.  
52 Chelsea Stone, “Tamagotchis Are Officially Coming Back - But There’s a Catch,” Teen Vogue, May 26, 
2017.  
53 GeekPark, “Lüxing qingwa lichang, ershi nianqian de dianziji ni hai yangbuyang?” 《旅行青蛙》离场，二
十多年前的电子鸡你还养不养?  [“Travel Frog” Leaves the Scene, Do You Still Keep Your Electronic Pet that 
Bought More Than 20 Years Ago?], March 01, 2018.  
54 GeekChoice, “Yuwo zhaoxixiangchu de dianzi Chongwu, qishi shi xuexiaopang xiaobu maide shanzhaihuo” 
与我朝夕相处的电子宠物，其实是学校旁小铺卖的山寨货 [The Electronic Pet that Get Along with Me Is 
the Pirated Product Sold In the Canteen Near the School]. Tencent. November 10, 2018.  
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Chinese simulation games that ultimately contributed to their extensive popularity. Chapter 4 
analyzes the positive impacts of simulation games outside of the game world. The 
























Chapter 2  
Gaming Motivations and Gaming Fatigue 
To understand the popularity of simulation games, the players’ motivations are 
important to examine. This chapter discusses users’ motivations for playing simulation games 
and explores the factors that lead them to give up playing. I hypothesize that the players of 
simulation games are motivated to play simulation games for three main reasons: fantasy 
fulfillment, the satisfaction of achievement, and affective interactions with the virtual 
characters. Further, I propose that factors such as repetitive game settings, the lack of 
immersion, and the money-oriented game rules contribute to the fatigue of playing simulation 
games. By analyzing the interview data, I found all the primary hypotheses are supported. 
What Motivates Users to Play Simulation Games?  
In the interviews with 30 Chinese college students, “fantasy,” “satisfaction,” and 
“affective interaction” are three top-ranked words most frequently mentioned by the 
interviewees. I will further expand each theme here. 
Fantasy Fulfillment (满足幻想)  
Fantasy is “a pleasant situation or event that you think about and that you want to 
happen, especially one that is unlikely to happen.”55 It is about extravagant and unrestrained 
imagination in the brain. During the interviews, 28 interviewees (93.3%) mentioned the 
concept of realizing their fantasy while answering questions, such as “what springs to mind 
when you hear the term simulation games,” and “what aspects of simulation games most 
attracted you.” Among them, 19 participants articulated a similar phrase, namely, “through 
playing, I can experience things I can’t achieve or attempt and realms I can’t reach in 
 
55 Definition from Collins Dictionary  
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reality.” As Gao, a 23-year-old male interviewee working in a business company, said “in 
reality, I know there is no second choice for my life, so I am cautious about my decisions. 
However, I kept imagining what my life would be if I become a painter or a traveler. While 
playing simulation games, I can practice my “nonsensical” ideas in many verisimilar 
situations, but don’t need to consider the consequence of failure. This is the biggest attraction 
of simulations games for me.”  
Besides those 19 participants, two participants used “compensation for reality,” and two 
participants referred to “daydream” to express their understanding of simulation games. To 
explain the compensation for reality, Fan, a 22-year-old female interviewee, talked about her 
motivation for playing pet simulation games. She said, “I can’t own a pet because my parents 
dislike animals. Unless I have my own house one day, I have little decision-making power in 
this case. Thus, I raise virtual pets in the game world. For me, it’s a compensatory and 
psychological comfort.” Through gaming, she makes up for her regrets in the real world. 
Another male participant, whose nickname is Gamer, mentioned that, “I used to believe that 
the world was turning around me, but as I grew up, I came to realize how small and 
insignificant I am. However, simulation games empower me to shape the narrative and the 
possibility of changing the world into a better status. It makes my daydream come true.” The 
word choice of “daydream” reflects his unconscious longing for the temporary distraction 
from reality. These responses imply that the players tend to project their unsatisfied desire or 
deficiency of real life in the game playing. “I want to” and “I dream of” but “I cannot” seems 
to be a pattern that summarizes their initial drive to approach simulation games. 
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In the real world, many restrictions are imposed on people’s behaviors. They have to 
evaluate the pros and cons of various decisions, take social responsibility, consider economic 
conditions, and so on. However, in simulation games, gamers can act as the dominator, who 
operate everything as they idealize and affect how the world works. Their efforts in the game 
world are always productive and rewarding, which rarely happens in real life. So, they can be 
bold and try out different things in a short period, which may actually require 10 or 20 years 
or even maybe unachievable in reality. They have more freedom of choice and risk less 
serious outcomes if things go wrong. As Yang (male, 23) claimed, “the objectives of 
simulation games are usually open-ended. This type of game offers me complete autonomy.” 
When asking for detailed explanation about “autonomy,” Yang gave an example, “In the 
game, Civilization (文明), an empire-building simulation, there is no mandatory or settled 
pattern of how to play. It has multiple ways to get success, such as military success, religious 
success, technological success, and so on. And I am the one who chooses the way to rule and 
to expand my empire.” Autonomy provides the players a strong sense of self-worth and 
security in controlling things. Because of the high degree of flexibility and freedom, the 
players have an opportunity to implement their fantasies and satisfy their curiosity about 
trying new things, which appeals to them as they play simulation games.  
The Satisfaction of Achievement (成就感) 
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Achieving a sense of satisfaction from playing video games is mostly related to 
advancement and competence.56 In simulation games, advancement and competence are 
closely connected to ranking, points, rewards, or levels, which visualize the player’s 
accomplishment and provide them feedback on their skill mastery. By upgrading complexity, 
the players update their future goals at the same time and keep gaining a sense of 
accomplishment after solving one challenge after another. In the data results, 19 (63.3%) 
participants used the term “satisfaction” or “sense of accomplishment” during the interviews. 
Billy Lin, a 22-year-old male participant playing construction and management simulations, 
said, “I start from nothing in the initial stage. Over time, I keep building things upon it and 
develop it into a greater and advanced state. This progress makes me feel satisfied and 
accomplished.” Another male interviewee, Yixuan, highlights the fact that “there is an 
uncomfortable and challenging process when I first start the game, but I can gain a return 
after a short period and feel a sense of achievement. This rapid return is hard to achieve in 
real life, even though you have been through a lot of hardship. In the game, as long as I 
attempt, I can get improvement in my status.” Here, he implies the return (回报) is achieving 
the higher levels in the game world. It is noticeable that players feel satisfied when they reach 
their goals that are difficult but within their ability. 
As mentioned earlier, simulation games rarely have downsides or an absolute definition 
of what is success. Different from the achievement from the competitive games, which comes 
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from competition and victory, the satisfaction of accomplishment is more about self-
gratification through continual cumulation and progression. For example, Wang (female, 19) 
plays a hotel management game, Chinese Inn (中华客栈). She accurately describes this 
simulation games as not requiring an internet connection or team-up. Therefore, when she 
wants to enjoy the game alone, she plays it. In her words, “It is less intense and provocative 
because you don’t have to lay stress on leading your team to victory. I like the process of 
saving up coins (in-game currency) by managing my hotel. I feel proud of myself when I hire 
more employees, purchase fancy decorations, and move towards my goals step by step by 
using the money I earned. It is the most simple and relaxed happiness that I don’t experience 
from other types of games.” Playing simulation games meet the players’ intrinsic needs to 
prove themselves and to feel effective and competent in what they are doing.   
Affective Interaction (情感互动) 
Affective interaction is about satisfying our desire to get along with someone and share 
our feelings. It builds up a social connection, which is essential for human beings. In the 
games, the affective interaction can take many forms, for instance, human-to-human and 
human-to-virtual agents’ interaction. The main focus is on emotional experience, in which 
the players can establish the relatedness.57 Based on the data results, 13 out of 30 Chinese 
participants indicated that affective interaction is highly motivating for playing simulation 
games, and 11 of them are female. During the interviews, Jinggu, a 22-year-old female who 
played a lot of dating simulations, pointed out that she likes to interact with virtual boyfriends 
 
57 Holger Diener,and Karina Oertel, “Experimental Approach to Affective Interaction in Games,” Technologies 
for E-Learning and Digital Entertainment Lecture Notes in Computer Science, 2006, 508. 
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to obtain a sense of being cared for. She explained, “I don’t have a boyfriend, so I build a 
relationship with virtual boyfriends. In the game, they treat me like a princess.”  
In the dating simulations, there is always a storyline with romantic themes. The 
interaction between the users and virtual characters is dialogue-based, and their dialogue, 
thoughts, and actions are depicted by text or voice actors. The dating game that Jinggu likes 
the most is Love and Producer (恋与制作人), which is also the most popular one in China. 
In this game, the dialogue from male characters will be updated in real-time according to the 
daily life of the real world. For example, on January 22nd, the first snow in 2018 had fallen 
across the country. That morning, every player’s virtual phone in the game received a text 
message from their virtual boyfriends: “Are you up? Clean up; I will come over to your 
house after half an hour.” “The snow has just stopped. The snow accumulation on the ground 
is very deep. If you walk to work, it is too inconvenient.” All of these real-time updates 
guarantee that the players have sufficient immersion. This socializing built upon the real-life 
scenarios makes them ignore the fact that they are communicating with the virtual characters 
while obtaining the affective interaction in the game.  
Another interviewee, Liu (female, 21), played a pet simulation game called QQ Pet 
(QQ 宠物) in junior high school. She talked about why she enjoyed that game. “I started to 
play that game because I was stressed out and lonely. My parents were very busy. So, after 
school, when I parted from my friends and came back home, I did everything alone. The 
virtual pet was my emotional support at that time, and I treated her as my child.” For Liu, 
playing with virtual pets fills up the absence of her parents and keeps her company. By taking 
care of the virtual pet, she can find an inner shelter for her loneliness. Different from Liu, 
Yilin, a 22-year-old female player, plays simulation games as a tool to socialize and get 
affective interaction with real person. She said, “I like to play the same simulation games 
with my friend. I remember that I often went to my friend’s home and played together during 
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the weekends or the break. While playing a game called Romantic Farm (浪漫庄园), we 
were in the same online community and got married in the game world. It was so funny.” 
Playing simulation games, as a way to connect with someone or something, helps meet the 
basic social needs of the players. 
Unlike the responses from female participants, even though the majority of male 
interviewees admitted that they tend to choose simulation games that are more interactive, 
they don’t consider affective interaction as a necessary element inspiring them to play 
simulation games. A male participant, Kaihao, said, “I play city-building or strategical 
simulation games, which has no dialogue, storyline or non-player character. For me, it’s okay 
that no social interaction involves as long as the game content is excellent.” From Hu’s 
perspective (male, 21), he believed, “I think it’s more interesting and ensures a sense of 
immersion and playability when simulation games facilitate affective interaction. But if I am 
eager to get affective interaction, specifically, I will choose massively multiplayer online 
games rather than simulation games. Because in massively multiplayer games, I can use 
voice chat and cooperate with my friends as a team, which few simulation games can offer.” 
From this result, an obvious gender disparity is that females’ value affective interaction at a 
far greater rate than males while playing simulation games. I will analyze this disparity in 
later chapters. 
Why Do Users Stop Playing Simulation Games? 
While gamers are highly motivated by fantasy fulfillment, satisfaction from 
achievement, and affective interaction, they may lose their passion for playing after a while. 
In this section, I will separately introduce three main reasons that may cause players to quit a 
particular simulation game. They are the repetition of gaming mechanics and patterns, 
money-oriented gaming systems, and lack of immersion. I mainly focus on the sense of 
fatigue and boredom induced by the game itself. Thus, distractions outside of the game 
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world, such as the lack of time, interference of parents, or the discontinuation of products, are 
excluded from my analysis. 
Repetition (重复性) 
According to the data, 27 (90%) participants gave up a simulation game because of 
repetition. Repetition in simulation games can refer to a limited variety of gaming mechanics 
and patterns, resulting in users’ boredom. Yuxiang (male, 23) played basketball simulations 
in high school. In his words, “every sports competition season in the game is the same. At 
first, it evoked a fresh experience by controlling different basketball players. When I played 
for several days, I felt less excited and accomplished, even if I got MVP.” Similar to what 
Yuxiang mentioned, Bie (female, 22) complained, “I played restaurant-management 
simulations. But after I reached higher levels, I found out that the pattern is so plain that I 
could readily foresee what happens next episode. I earned money by selling food, then used 
this money to buy new receipts and decorations, and then earning more money. It is so 
repetitive.” The game uses the same mechanics over and over. The majority of participants 
provided a similar reason, namely, they feel bored and abandoned playing when nothing 
creative can be explored in the game world. In Chenning’s (male, 19) words, “I felt like I was 
stuck in a bottleneck and had no extra space for further improvement. I had to give up the 
game.” To avoid the boredom aroused by the repetitive game settings, the developers have to 
keep leveling up the task difficulties, updating the new versions, and exploiting the new 
gaming plots or rules to increase the variety of gaming patterns.  
Money-Oriented Gaming System 
It is reasonable that game companies need to make a profit through selling the games. 
However, the monetization of a gaming system indicates the additional fees occurring during 
the process of playing. For example, the players use real money to exchange in-game content 
such as weapons, outfits, or powers. In some games, players can even unlock new game 
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areas, storylines, and therefore, achieve a gameplay advantage and advance by purchasing in-
game add-ons.58 It ensures a shortcut on time and effort if one spends on upgrading. In the 
game world, this situation is called “pay to win.” In China, a given term to describe this top-
up behavior is 氪金 (Khorium Ore), which was originally a valuable and rare material. 氪金, 
which was formerly written as 课金, is a word coming from Japanese, meaning levy fees for 
telecommunications.59 The players who spend money on recharging are called 氪金玩家 or 
人民币玩家 (Money players). 氪金 is the most common in free-to-play games, which don’t 
charge the players in order to download and join in the game.60 For game designers, to set up 
the charging system helps them earn more income. This concept of the capitalist economic 
system runs through the Chinese game industry, stimulating the players to pursue the material 
goods for increasing personal status. More and more games are intended to induce or force 
people to drain their wallets. Otherwise, they will find it difficult to make any progress in the 
games and get a full gaming experience. The player’s entertainment experience has positively 
correlated to their ability to consume.  
During the interviews, 21 (70%) participants claimed that they would give up playing 
simulation games due to the profit-driven gaming system. Among them, 11 interviewees 
mentioned that they could accept spending a small amount of money to boost their gaming 
experience. However, if the games require a significant amount of money, they will quit. As 
Yuchao said, “I think sometimes spending money in the games makes everything more 
effective because the process of passing the levels is shorter than it normally would be. But if 
you spend thousands of dollars in a game it turns out to be money vs. money competition, 
and one loses the original pleasure of playing the games.” The rest 10 participants could not 
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agree. For example, Wendy played Love Nikki-Dress UP Queen (奇迹暖暖), a mobile game 
where players design a virtual character and purchase new and more fashionable outfits with 
real money if they want. In her words, “I don’t spend money on games. So, I felt angry and 
disheartened when I couldn’t get better outfits. I just gave it up.”  
Like Wendy, Yuanpeng believed it is not practical to waste money on virtual objects. 
“I’d rather choose to eat a good meal,” he said. Some participants considered this question 
from aspects such as game mechanics and rules. Yixuan pointed out that, “If the designers 
introduce this kind of utilitarian idea in simulation games, they have to sacrifice some game 
mechanics and rules.” Wenxu also held a similar opinion. “If I can win instantly, what’s the 
significance of all the rules?” She said, “there will always be a person who is stronger than 
you in the games because there are always people who are richer than you. It is so absurd. 
When I played games that involved 氪金, I felt I was placed in an inferior status due to my 
refusal to spend money.” As they indicated, a nonnegligible fact is that the excessive 
emphasis of capitalism in video games will ultimately weaken the function of gaming as an 
entertainment activity for people to relax. “Pay to win” contributes to the distinction and 
unfairness between those money players, and players refused to pay. The performances in 
gaming heavily depend on the social hierarchy and financial capability rather than their 
gaming skills or ability. Even if deciding whether or not to “pay to win” is an individual 
choice, this monetization system still shows a tendency to exclude certain player groups from 
this popular entertainment. 
3. Lack of immersion 
Based on the result, 12 interviewees stop playing simulation games on account of the 
lack of immersion. Dexuan emphasized that immersion is about giving a sense of 
participation. “I personally give up a game when I feel it is hard to relate to the virtual 
characters. I need to know who am I and what I do in the game world. It provides me a 
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specific identity so I can believe I am part of this virtual world. The immersion is important.” 
Gamer also said that, “the storyline and background need to be realistic. It doesn’t have to be 
completely the same as the real world. But it should build upon a complete and justified 
worldview. The reasonability of how the world is formed decides if I can immerse myself in 
that simulation game and if I can keep playing.” For a few players, simulation games should 
be verisimilar. Zeya illustrated when he played simulation games, he hopes to learn things 
such as history, culture, principles of physics, which can apply to real-world activities. 
Therefore, he expects simulations games can functions same as what happens in reality. He 
said, “the accuracy of information in the games decides the level of my attachment and 
immersion, which may vary the lifespan of my playing.”  
In this chapter, I talked about the motivations of players to play and abandon simulation 
games. These pieces of information help the readers to build a fundamental understanding of 
players’ social and psychological needs for playing a simulation game. Based on my findings, 
players’ desire for fantasy fulfillment, affective interaction, and sense of achievement 
displays a common characteristic that is to satisfy their real-life expectations through playing 
in a virtual world. This drive becomes the main factor in explaining the popularity of 
simulation games. Also, the game designers are inclined to engage capitalist principles within 
gameplay by promoting the money-oriented game system. Even though many college 
students show a negative perspective on the profit-driven system during the interviews, the 
popularity of simulation games indicates the public acceptability for the gaming capital. In 
the next chapter, I focus on three strategies that game developers use to attract the players and 







Game Design Strategies that Engage Unique Chinese Social Phenomena 
In the previous chapter, I analyzed the motivations of players to play simulation games 
from a socio-psychological aspect. By introducing three popular simulation games, Chinese 
Parents, Love and Producer, and Happy Farm, this chapter will elucidate strategies used by 
Chinese simulation game developers to attract players and expand the market. I will 
demonstrate how game developers capitalize upon key Chinese sociological characteristics 
by manipulating player’s strong drive to experience a shared sense of identity, their strong 
“pastoral complex” which makes them nostalgic for farming, and the unique desires of 
neglected group of gamers, namely female gamers. Analyzing the phenomena targeted by 
game developers offers a deeper insight into prevalent phenomena characterizing 
contemporary Chinese society, particularly among the key demographic of this study, 
cosmopolitan college-aged youth. 
Chinese Characteristics (中国特色)  
Chinese Parents (中国式家长) is a life simulation, in which the players step into the 
shoes of Chinese parents and control a virtual child avatar from toddler to a graduated high 
school student, letting him or her survive, develop, and reach a better status. The player needs 
to enhance the child’s stats, such as health index, creativity, intelligence, sensitivity, 
endurance, charisma, etc. through completing missions. For example, at first, as a toddler, the 
child can learn to crawl, speak, and walk to develop a good physique and courage; later, 
when the child gets into the elementary school, he or she can learn English, Chinese, math, 
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violin and so on for improving EQ and IQ. All the efforts in cultivating this child are for 
preparing for the annual university entrance exam known as gaokao (高考), which is similar 
to the SAT. Based on the final stats of the virtual child, the university he or she gets into will 
vary, and her/his life will be completely different. 
As a game that costs 36 yuan (about $5) per download, Chinese Parents brought in 
thirty million yuan ($4.28 million) in revenue in a month after its launch on September 28, 
2018. This domestic simulation game gained popularity mainly on account of its realistic 
portrayal of Chinese culture and education in China. As a previous study shows, players tend 
to select video games reflecting their own culture because of cultural proximity.61 Chinese 
Parents depicts Chinese-style parenting, Chinese behavioral and social norms, and students’ 
educational environment. The story background is extremely familiar to Chinese players, 
who were immersed in similar coming of age circumstances, therefore it gives them a sense 
of nostalgia and identity and attracts them to play the game.  
To illustrate my point, I will take one in-game concept that is characteristically Chinese 
as an example. There is a scene in which the virtual “father” avatar in the game tells his child: 
“when you outperform others and show off your superiority, you save face. Otherwise, you 
lose face!” The term “face” (面子) in Chinese culture is essential and complex. It symbolizes 
one’s prestige or dignity within the workplace, the family, friendship network, and society at 
large. “Face” culture deeply embeds in China because Chinese society is more hierarchy-
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focused and group-oriented.62 People tend to evaluate the amount of respect they need to 
offer someone else based upon that person’s position or status.63 Meanwhile, due to the 
immersion of Confucian thought, which is to subject individual’s desire to the good of 
society, Chinese people downplay the concept of individualism and emphasize the 
collectivism within the social group.64 Thus, “face” is less about one’s self-assessment and 
more about how one is judged and how one wants to be perceived by others. Hsien-chin Hu, 
an anthropologist, concludes that face “can be borrowed, struggled for, added to, padded, — 
all terms indicating a gradual increase in volume. It is built up through initial high position, 
wealth, power, ability, through cleverly establishing social ties to a number of prominent 
people, as well as through avoidance of acts that would cause unfavorable comment.”65  
In the game setting, there is a mini-game called “Face Duels” (面子对决) in which the 
player needs to defeat officious and cocky “relatives” or “neighbors” to boost the virtual 
parents’ prestige and reputation by bragging about their child’s achievements and good 
behaviors (see Figure 1). Figure 1 illustrates a younger cousin of the virtual “mother” 
offering American ginseng for bragging her travelling experience to the US. The recipient, 
“mother”, responds with showing off her infant who can turn over by himself. Once the 
player wins by having more abilities to show off, the virtual child can get higher points on 
stats labeled “face” and get rewards from their parents.  
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Figure 1: Virtual “mom” competes with her cousin in 面子对决 
This kind of game scene is so realistic that while I played this game, I could not help 
relating myself to the virtual avatar. As a Chinese student who grew up in the same cultural 
environment, I learned “face” every time my classmate’s parents showed off their well-
behaved children. It is a common way for Chinese parents to prove their competence in 
parenting and maintain their social status through evaluating if their children are excellent on 
academic performance, extracurricular activities, and occupation. Even though my parents 
never blamed me for my poor academic performance, I felt ashamed for making them lose 
their “face” and causing them to be considered incompetent parents, which motivated me to 
study hard. Playing this game reminds me of a bitter but treasured experience of my past 
school life. 
Besides the concept of “Face,” receiving Red Envelopes (红包) from elders during the 
Chinese New Year Festival, campaigning for the role of class cadre, buying spicy gluten 
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strips (辣条)66 in the canteen, are examples of Chinese cultural features designed into gaming 
scenarios, evoking memories unique to Chinese people. As anonymous reviewers wrote on 
Steam, “Mini games like Face Duels attest to the ingenuity of typical Chinese parents”; “This 
game is an accurate reflection of the childhood that a Chinese person has to go through”; “It 
reminds me of my own school days.”67 Chinese Parents, by incorporating the essence of 
Chinese social characteristics, captures the childhood that most Chinese people go through. 
The players identify with the game content and even feel connected to the virtual character. 
The game designers arouse the player’s reminiscence and benefit from it.  
Attachment to Soil and Pastoral Complex 
Happy Farm (开心农场), as one of the earliest domestic CMS games, is a farming 
simulation game released in 2008. The game setting is simple in that players, as a farmer, 
take care of and enlarge their virtual farm. The users can also steal the plants from their 
neighbors (other random users or friends who play the same game). In Happy Farm, the 
players start with two barren plots of land and limited coins, which is the virtual currency for 
purchasing the seeds, livestock, lands, or decorations. The players cultivate the lands and 
upgrade their level by shoveling, sowing, weeding, watering. After several hours, they can 
gather the crops or other fruits. By selling crops, the players get coins to buy more farmlands 
and advanced seeds, such as strawberry seeds, apple seeds, and tomato seeds. Also, they can 
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upgrade their house from hut to log cabin, brick house, villa, and so on; raise livestock like 
cows, chickens, or pigs; and buy a dog to guard the farmland and house.  
In 2009, Happy Farm had surpassed 23 million daily active users. The game became a 
huge fad, talked about by people of all ages and people from all walks of life. The most 
fashionable phrase of 2009 on the net was, “how many vegetables have you stolen today?” 
As one of the interviewees, Mao, said, “the countryside life is too far away from me in 
reality, but I can experience it by playing Happy Farm.” Another interviewee, Yilin, who 
played Happy Farm in elementary school, also mentioned why she was so into this game. “It 
was enjoyable, and you felt a sense of accomplishment when you could harvest. I don’t know 
why. I could picture an image that things are thriving and prosperous. I guess it is what 
rooted in Chinese tradition, the pleasure of harvest.” Their responses are what the designers 
have expected as the game is designed on the basis of consuming Chinese people’s 
attachment to soil and so-called pastoral complex. 
China is a society based on agrarian forms of organization. Agricultural culture is the 
base of Chinese tradition and influences Chinese material and spiritual civilization. In ancient 
China, people relied on the soil to guarantee food supply. 农本论 (agricultural-based 
thinking) was influential in that it regarded agriculture as the country’s main economic sector 
and financial resource and regarded farmers as the main basis of governance and manpower 
resource.68 Many profound philosophers in Chinese history, such as Confucius, Mencius, and 
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Shang Yang, had advocated and emphasized the significance of agricultural economy.69 
There is an idiom in China, “People are the most important to an emperor, while foods are the 
most important to the people” [王以民为天，民以食为天].70 Thus, farming was considered 
the premise of maintaining people’s livelihood, therefore, the foundation of the country.  
In China, farmers enshrine Tudi (土地公), a tutelary god of the soil and the ground in 
Chinese folk religion, to pray for good harvest and safety of homeland.71 Also, “wherever 
people from those agricultural regions migrated, they took with them their tradition of 
making a live from the soil.”72 The ideology of 以土为本 (soil as the basis), which existed 
for thousands of years, is deeply rooted in Chinese people’s mind and builds their inseparable 
attachment and memory to the soil. However, since the 1970s, China underwent a rapid 
transformation and developed modernization and industrialization.73 More urban employment 
and education opportunities were offered to millions of farmers, who decided to leave the 
countryside and became disconnected from the farmland.74 The further they moved away 
from countryside life, the stronger their nostalgia for it. Farming simulations compensate for 
this loss and help people maintain their attachment to the field. 
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Furthermore, many Chinese urban people yearn for an idyllic and sequestered life, and 
this psychological desire has come to be known as a “pastoral complex” (田园情结).75 A 
complex refers to “the image of a certain psychic situation which is strongly accentuated 
emotionally and is, moreover, incompatible with the habitual attitude of consciousness.”76 
For urban people, rural life is tied to the terms like “remote,” “peaceful,” “leisure,” 
“detached,” “harmonious,” and “simple.” Sociologists consider a pastoral complex in 
Chinese people to be one of the by-products of modernization and industrialization.77 In 
modern China, traditional farming, which is natural and sustainable, was rapidly replaced by 
large-scale urban sprawl.78 The fast pace of urban living environment and the fierce 
competition in every stage of life induces anxiety and a lack of happiness in people living in 
urban areas. The pastoral complex is their idealized dream that completely contrasts with the 
urban life they experience.  
Nowadays, urban people are either those who left the countryside for a better life or 
those who grew up in the city and never experienced a rustic way of life.79 For the former, 
they tend to link the pastoral life to their childhood. For the latter, their understanding of 
pastoral life is developed within their imagination and information from material such as 
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farmstead poetry.80 Chinese farmstead poetry (田园诗) started from the Jin Dynasty (266-
420).81 This genre mainly focused on “all forms and manners of scenes and objects, the work, 
life and feelings of rustic people”82 One of the most representative poems, which has become 
synonymous with utopia in the Chinese imagination, is “Peach Blossom Spring” 桃花源诗 
by Tao Yuanming (365?–427). In this poem, he wrote:  
From spring silkworms long threads are gather;                               春蚕结茧取长丝, 
On the autumn harvest no royal tax is levied.                                   秋日丰收不纳税。 
Overgrown roads are bare of traffic;                                                  荒草遮途阻交通, 
Cocks crow and dogs bark at one another                                          村中鸡犬互鸣吠。 
…... 
Children freely run and sing;                                                              儿童欢跳纵情歌， 
Gray-heads joyfully wander and visit.                                                老者欣然自游憩。 
Tao created a bucolic and secluded utopian society where each person made a living by 
doing farm work and where there is no hereditary class and government repression. His poem 
provides people an ultimate image of an idealized lifestyle, which is free, serene, and secure. 
The rural life in urban people’s minds is romanticized and closely tied to “self-contained 
freedom and casual contentment of a reclusive world” rather than the actual rural hardships 
of agricultural work and manual labor.83 The mountains, rivers, woods, flowers, livestock, 
log cabins, and anything about nature and simplicity become the symbols of imagined 
pastoral life.84 The pastoral poetries arouse their desire to turn the complex into the simple by 
living a reclusive life; however, at the same time, they feel it is hard to give up everything 
they own and to face the harsh farming life in the reality. The designers of farming simulation 
games like Happy Farm make use of the player’s contradictory feelings. On the one hand, 
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farming simulations satisfy gamers’ fantasy of rural life and general psychological needs to 
recover from tiredness and unhappiness. On the other hand, these games take them away 
from the labor of farm work. The developers build up a virtual paradise resembling Tao 
Qian’s utopian Peach Blossom Spring (桃花源) that is attractive for gamers.  
Affective Interactions  
Love and Producer (恋与制作人 in Chinese) is a representative example of Chinese 
dating games. Dating simulation games (恋愛ゲーム in Japanese), which originated in 
Japan, are based on dating or romantic themes. In Japan, there are three main categories for 
dating simulation games. Male-oriented dating games are called bishojo games (pretty girl 
games); otome games (maiden games) are designed for female players; and Boys’ Love and 
Girls’ Love games are about homosexual relationships.85 Love and Producer, as a Chinese 
otome game, adopts the essence of Japanese otome games, which is to meet the fantasy and 
longing of young women in seeking romantic relationships and love.86 It allows the players as 
a female T.V. producer to develop relationships with four anime-like males with different 
backgrounds and personalities while helping a family-run production company.87  
 
Figure 2: Four male virtual characters in 恋与制作人 
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Before the release of Love and Producer, in China, the majority of video games were 
designed to target male players, who were considered the primary consumers of video 
games.88 In contrast to male players, who are mainly motivated by conquest, competition, and 
excitement, female players are attracted to the affective interaction, visual aesthetics, easy 
operation, and concepts closely related to the real world.89 Therefore, it is not surprising that 
male-oriented games fail to attract most women and make a profit from them. The role of 
women in the game industry was eventually overlooked and underdeveloped. Significantly 
different from the dominant market environment, the all-woman design team of Love and 
Producer put female players into consideration and aimed to develop a mature female-
oriented game that satisfies the demands of Chinese female consumers. According to the data 
from a Chinese research company, Ji Guang, 94% of the game users of Love and Producer, 
are female.90 After its launch, Love and Producer had overtaken Honor of Kings (王者荣耀), 
a multiplayer online battle arena game that was mostly played by men.91 On Weibo, a social 
media platform similar to Twitter, “the hashtag “Love and Producer” has been a trending 
topic with over 600 million views, 17,000 posts, and 39,000 subscribers as of 2019”92 The 
success of Love and Producer is phenomenal in the Chinese male-dominated game industry. 
For the first time, the market realized the consumer power of female gamers and the 
influence of this community.93 
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To explain the reasons why they play Love and Producer, some anonymous users 
shared their thoughts in a post of Zhi Hu (知乎), a Chinese question-and-answer website.94 
As they wrote, “I want to be loved, especially by four handsome men”; “I am so into all the 
romantic and heartfelt moments I experienced in this game”; and “I felt satisfied in this 
virtual relationship, and for me, it’s probably better than developing a real relationship. I 
don’t need to spend too much time managing a relationship for getting love and care.” Not 
only do these comments reaffirm affective interaction as a motivation for playing simulation 
games but also reflect a phenomenon that women are not receiving the care they desire in real 
life with real romantic partners. This lack of relationship satisfaction and happiness largely 
derives from the overall social environment in China. Chinese society has been organized by 
a strict patrilineal system for thousands of years. The traditional social codes and moral 
principles are highly patriarchal, based on the Confucian idea that “men are superior to 
women,” and “the continuation of family continuation is the priority,” had deeply rooted in 
every aspect.95 Not until the beginning of the May Fourth Movement, an anti-imperialist 
revolutionary movement in 1919, did the rise of the feminist movement bring the idea of 
gender equality in terms of educational, cultural, social, political and economic status into 
public recognition.96After the Chinese communist revolution of 1949, which resulted in the 
establishment of the People’s Republic of China, the Chinese government officially 
implemented a law to declare the equality between the women and men.  
Modern Chinese women are increasingly aware of their independence, autonomy, and 
equality while obtaining equal education with men, achieving financial independence, and 
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competing for working opportunities with men.97 They have more control of life than in 
centuries past. As a result,they are no longer required to cater to the men as a way of 
guaranteeing financial survival and security. Researchers have also found that modern 
Chinese females have a growing preference for “relationships based on romance and love.”98 
These facts all lead to the conclusion that modern women hold higher expectations of their 
romantic partner and mate selection, rather than simply satisfying the social and family 
responsibility. They are determined to achieve care, intimacy, mutual respect, and affection 
in an intimate relationship.99 However, their demands are rarely fulfilled in real life because 
traditional discriminations against women are still evident in Chinese society today.  
Firstly, many Chinese males and older generations persist in conventional views of 
gender roles.100 That is, males, going to work outside, play the dominating role of a 
breadwinner. Females, looking after the house, take the responsibility of nurturing and 
housekeeping. Even though modern women have their careers, it is common that their partner 
expects them to manage the domestic affairs of the household and family at the same time, or 
even prefer them to discontinue their careers.101 Women’s abilities and aspirations are 
overlooked. Meanwhile, for most men, maintaining a harmonious family relation is regarded 
as the ultimate achievement of a Chinese female compared to having a successful career. For 
men who hold these traditional cultural expectations, a term used to describe them is the so-
called 大男子主义者 (male chauvinist). 大男子主义者 in the relationship place themselves 
in a dominant position. Male chauvinism is closely tied to the concept of masculinity. The 
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researchers define the “idealized masculinity as related to toughness, stoicism, heterosexism, 
self-sufficient attitudes, and lack of emotional sensitivity.”102 It can be said that the behavior 
of 大男子主义者, who barely stand in the position of their partner and hesitate to express 
their inner feelings, is a way to maintain and reinforce their masculinity and supremacy. 
Their controlling attitudes are harmful to intimate relationships. Based on the previous 
studies, the male chauvinist are more likely to accept domestic violence and to interfere with 
partner’s individual choices.103 The imbalance of power results in a lack of relationship 
satisfaction and commitment for females.  
Another group of Chinese men who impose gender constraints are called 直男癌 
(Straight men cancer). Embedding richer meaning than simply pointing to the sexual 
orientation, 直男癌 is an internet slang word “used to depict narrow-minded macho men.”104 
The typical characteristics of “straight men cancer” include excessive self-confidence and a 
sense of superiority due to their gender.105 Some well-known quotes from people with 
“straight men cancer” can be found in Zhihu, a Chinese online question-and-answer platform. 
For example, “women in marriageable age should carry out their innate duty of giving birth,” 
and “women should use makeup and dress up to please men.”106 The judgment, 
disparagement, and disenfranchisement of female value in Chinese society, especially in 
relationships, is still imposed on women’s lives and leads the gender inequality. For women, 
especially those who want jobs as well as families, they have to burden considerable pressure 
and constrain from both social and family aspects. The gender constraints pose a problem for 
women who have a higher expectation for equal and caring relationship. The gap between 
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expectations of modern women to an idealized romantic partner and the real relationship is so 
huge that it disappoints many Chinese women. Therefore, the growing number of Chinese 
females are opting for single life or are engaging in a discontented relationship despite the 
fact that they may have their intense longings for being in a romantic and satisfying 
relationship. Urges for companionship and feelings of love are hard to fulfill in reality. 
The game designers perceived the unmet social demands of women and capitalized 
upon it. Lover and Producer successfully target women by highlighting the experience of 
affective interaction and romantic love. Learning from Japanese otome games, the designers 
of Love and Producer engaged four popular male voice actors, A Jie, Xia Lei, Bian Jiang, 
and Wu Lei.107 All the dialogues from virtual boyfriends in the game are recorded by those 
people to achieve the effect of interacting with the real people. These voice actors, who have 
a consolidated fan base, also help to create a celebrity effect in promoting this game, 
therefore, boosting the advancement of capitalism. Furthermore, as mentioned in Chapter 2, 
the designers blurred the boundary of the game world and reality by enhancing the 
connection to real life. For example, in the game system, the female players can receive the 
messages and phone calls from virtual boyfriends and leave comments for their posts on 
virtual “Moments” (朋友圈 in Chinese). “Moments” is a platform on the social networking 
application called WeChat for posting pictures, music, and articles. Chinese people 
commonly use it to get daily life updates from their friends. The players can also receive the 
message, phone call, and news based on real-time events during the festivals, the birthday of 
virtual characters and players, and other specific situations. Love and Producer is the first 
domestic dating simulation that applies these settings. Moreover, all four male characters 
have their superpowers. For example, Li Zeyan, a young CEO, can control time, and Bai Qi, 
a police officer, is able to control the wind. Based on the characteristics of their superpowers, 
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each of them has a romantic quote. The most popular one is from Bai Qi: “As long as you are 
in the wind, I can feel you.” These romantic and fairytale-like character settings and 
verisimilar interaction captivate millions of female gamers, who want to make up their lack 
of satisfaction in real-life relationship through gaming. The success of Love and Producer is 
a triumph of transforming the personal demands into capital.  
With a more in-depth analysis of three phenomenal domestic simulations, I introduced 
three strategies of simulation game developers to captivate the consumers. I demonstrated 
why analyzing these strategies helps to provide a bigger picture of Chinese social 
phenomena. Also, in this chapter, the effect of simulation game playing on satisfying 
people’s psychological demands on the sense of identity, the attachment to the farming land, 
and affective interaction are illustrated. In the next chapter I delve further into the positive 
















Chapter 4:  
Positive Impacts of Simulation Games in Real World 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, most of the existing research has highlighted the harmful 
effects of playing video games. A study by Craig Anderson, a psychologist at Iowa State 
University in the United States, claims that playing video games that contain violent elements 
can increase adolescents’ aggressive behavior, aggressive emotions, and aggressive cognition 
while reducing prosocial and helping behavior.108 Since the emergence of video games in 
China, the Chinese government and people have much concern over the negative 
consequences of playing video games. Video games and gamers in Chinese society have long 
been generally marginalized or even despised, especially in the early stage of the game 
industry.109 The formation of this ideology was mainly caused by the long-term practice of 
media-oriented bias, and it continues to influence the broader social practices surrounding the 
gameplay.  
According to the research of He and Cao, professors from Beijing Normal University 
and Tsinghua University, the mainstream media has selectively introduced and explained the 
events, images, and concepts related to “games”, “gamers”, and “game industry”. Between 
1989 and 2001 there were multiple reports about “addiction”, “negatively affecting academic 
performance”, “developing bad habits” and “damaging physical health”.110 Reported negative 
effects of video games also include promoting violence and gambling, inducing crime, 
spreading harmful ideas, and increasing pornography. The year-on-year increase in negative 
attitude reports peaked in 2000.111 The most representative article was published by 
Guangming Daily in May 2000, called “Computer Games: Digital Heroin Aimed at 
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Children” (电脑游戏：瞄准孩子的电子海洛因)112 The article argues, “computer games are 
drugs like No.4 heroin. As long as the children are hooked, they will behave terribly,” and 
“children in the game room all day only have one result. Boys eventually become robbers or 
thieves, and girls turn into call girls.”113 The terrifying and biased description made the 
gameplay equate drug addiction and corruption, which aroused the attention and worry of 
Chinese parents.   
Since then, the idea of considering video games as “digital heroin” that poison the 
adolescents and threaten the social order is deeply rooted in Chinese society and people’s 
minds. The critique from the mainstream media consolidates the public opinion against 
gameplay. Even though the Chinese game industry has become more mature and profitable, 
video games are still denigrated by mainstream culture. Appeals to save adolescents from 
video gameplay and blaming video games as the culprit of many family tragedies is still 
common in the daily news.114 The tendency to characterize video games as social tumors has 
not changed. However, are the social consequences of playing video games always negative? 
This chapter will examine the possibility of simulation game playing on positively 
influencing people’s real-world activities. I hypothesize that playing simulation games can 
promote interpersonal relationships, learning and training, and personality development in 
this chapter.  
Interpersonal Relationships   
In China, the majority believe gaming inhibits interpersonal relationships for two 
reasons. First, many Chinese parents assert that video gameplay makes their children isolated 
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by sitting alone and staring at the laptop screen for hours. Without going outside watching a 
movie, having dinner, or taking a walk with someone, their children seem not socializing or 
communicating, at least not like what they did in college time. Thus, playing video games, 
from their perspective, is a waste of time and self-isolation rather than a healthy way of 
socializing. Yang, a male participant, shared his personal experience during the interview, 
“my mom thinks I am not talking to anyone real when I play. She keeps complaining that I 
am so concentrating on games that I can’t hear or pay attention to anything surrounding me.” 
Also, video game players are associated with low social competence in the public image.115 
“It is a stereotypical image that the game players are trying to seek out the sense of presence 
and satisfy our social needs that could not get in reality,” Hu Shu said. People believe that 
only individuals who lack social skills use the internet to escape from their real-life when 
they fail in their social activities or have trouble in building interpersonal interactions.  
 When asked whether or not playing simulation games could be a way of socializing, 29 
participants (97%) said yes. Socializing refers to a series of interactive behaviors in order to 
generate, maintain or strengthen the relationship between oneself and others.116 People can 
either establish a social relationship with strangers or consolidate the existing social relations 
with acquaintances. For example, by playing simulation games, individuals can meet 
someone new online or develop a deeper relationship with someone who had social 
connections offline. During the interviews, 30 participants (100%) pointed out they would 
like to play simulation games with their friends if possible and 12 participants (40%) were 
willing to get along with someone met on the gaming platform. Billy indicated that, “playing 
games together can serve as a significant way of social interaction and the maintenance of 
friendships for the younger generation.” Another interviewee said, “I don’t find anything 
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strange about getting to know and build a friendship with people met online. Gaming is a 
social tool that allows us to expand our social circle.” Nowadays, the good development of 
internet use creates a new and popular form of interpersonal relationships that do not require 
face-to-face communication in real life while ensuring the closed social bond between 
people.  
Moreover, even if players only spend time talking about the game itself, games still 
established a bond with other peoples. 16 participants (53%) mentioned that they consider 
gaming as a way to boost interpersonal relationships because playing simulation games is an 
interest shared by a particular group. It has the effect of reinforcing a sense of friendship and 
closeness through the process of interacting and sharing the information. When people try to 
start a chat and feel awkward, finding the common interest is always a good start. Just like all 
kinds of hobbies, playing simulation games has natural social attributes. The background 
content of the game, the player’s game experience, and the game behavior itself are all 
topical, and the topic is the best medium for strangers to open up and for acquaintances to 
maintain the frequency of social interaction and the continuation of communication. In the 
interviews, 5 participants used the term “谈资” (topic to chat about) to explain why they 
think playing simulation games promote the interpersonal relationship. “Similar to some girls 
talking about makeup and some boys talking about basketball when they try to continue a 
conversation, talking about simulation games with people who play games is our 谈资.  “It 
helps us to find a common interest to interact with others,” Chenning said. Becca also 
highlighted that “I think playing the same games is a way to make people more connected 
because we will interact with each other by discussing the content in the games. I feel it is the 
same as all the topics we may bring up in daily conversation.” A big fan of simulation games, 
Dexuan, claimed that playing simulation games can build up an effective conversation 
compared to other types of video games. “When we play some competitive games, 
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sometimes we may be just yell to other peoples on account of the intense sense of 
competition. But playing simulation games is different because it is less about competing and 
more about strategies. My friends and I usually gather together in the chat room and share the 
techniques of each round. There is no loss or win involved so we don’t blame each other, 
which makes our relationship healthier.”  
Besides, several interviewees pointed out that interpersonal relationships do not 
necessarily involve conversation. For example, Fuhao claimed, “you know there are a lot of 
limitations in the real world. Maybe my friends and I want to travel around but we don’t have 
enough money as college students. However, when we play simulation games together, we 
can manage a restaurant, navigate the space, build up an empire, or even become NBA 
players. I feel we are taking adventure and facing the challenge together. It is an amazing 
experience that could not be achieved or even imagined in real life. So, for me, the key point 
of social interaction is that we are sharing some moments together even if we are not 
physically in the same place and don’t talk a lot.” Also, few participants mentioned 
simulation games will help them improve interpersonal skills by selecting the dialogue to 
progress the storyline. Taking the dating simulation game, Lover and Producer, as an 
example, the player’s choice will influence the likeability of male virtual characters and 
determine the ending of the story turning to negative or positive. In a gaming situation, the 
players need to reply a post from virtual character, Li Zeyan, who is deciding whether to go 
to an event. The mission of players is to encourage him to participate in that event. The 
choices to reply include “你是总裁你做主 (you are the CEO, you decide),” “你答应了还是
去吧(that’s what you promised, you should keep it)”, and “投硬币 (you can toss a coin).” 
The best answer is the second one, which can add 41 points on the index of likeability. 
Xiaoyu, a player of this game, said, “In this game, I face some real-life situations that require 
me to make choices about what I should say in a particular circumstance. To build a better 
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relationship with the male character I like, I have to clearly consider which dialogue will get 
the best outcomes. Even though there is a limited pattern on what I can say, I feel my 
communication skills somehow improved a little a bit from this process.” Overall, people 
agreed that playing simulation games encouraging socializing and helping them either 
establish and maintain the interpersonal relationship or promote interpersonal skills.  
Learning and Training 
During the interviews, 22 interviewees (73%) agreed that playing simulation games 
cultivate their skills and help them learn. As Dai said, “I found simulation games can work as 
a practice of real-life situations, especially those with realistic settings.” As mentioned 
before, simulation games are a type of video game using computer technology to create a 
simulation of real-life activities. Many game developers create the background of the game 
world by mimicking the potential scenarios that may happen in real life so as to reinforce the 
sense of immersion and reality. Therefore, it is reasonable and beneficial to apply simulation 
games in the field of training and learning outside of the game world.  
Interviewees provided specific examples of what they learned or which skills they 
cultivated through gaming. For example, two participants brought up their experiences of 
learning historical and cultural knowledge from the games. Zhaopeng talked about playing a 
city-building simulation game designed based on the history of Ancient Egypt. In this game, 
he recalled, the players needed to act as the Pharaoh to rule the kingdom. “I was very 
confused by the gaming rules. When I want to build the pyramid in the game, it asks me to 
please my citizens by satisfying their daily needs such as offering educational institutions, 
entertaining and religious sites. I had learned from the history textbook in junior high school 
that the slaves were forced to work in the scorching sun under the whips of overseers built the 
pyramid. At that time, I also asked my history teacher [about the discrepancy between the 
game world and my textbook], who was so determined that the game content is wrong and 
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asked me to stop those misleading games and focus on my study. However, after I got into 
the college and did some research on the pyramid, I found out that many pieces of evidence 
proved the pyramids were built without oppression and forced labor. It was the first time I 
realized the benefits of gaming on learning.” His experience indicates that simulation games 
work as the recurrence of the past that facilitate gamers to question and criticize, stimulating 
their curiosity about learning. Another participant, Kaihao, played Chinese historical 
simulation games such as 三国志 (Romance of the Three Kingdoms) and 战国 (Warring 
States). One is about the history of wars among the states of Wei, Shu, and Wu between 220 
and 280 AD; the other is about the history of the Warring States period from 475 to 221 BC. 
The virtual characters in the games are all based on the figures in Chinese history. Most of 
the events, locations, and plots are historically accurate because the developers recruit the 
experts in Chinese history as cultural consultants. Kaihao said, “I learned a lot of historical 
events, anecdotes, and policies, which became very helpful for me to pass the exam of history 
class. These games inspired my interest in Chinese history, culture, and even philosophy.” He 
also pointed out that if these simulation games could be translated into different languages, 
they would become a useful and efficient cultural vehicle that helps foreign players to learn 
about Chinese history and culture. 
About 81% of the interviewees who provided a positive response to this question 
highlighted the advantages of playing construction and management simulations on 
promoting their ability of decision making, planning, and leadership. Lü indicated that when 
he played farm management simulations, as the farm owner, he had to deal with the questions 
that happened in real farming life and make a decision on investing. “When I have a certain 
amount of money, I have to figure out how to maximize profits. Deciding whether to use this 
money on purchasing a new crop, buying livestock, expanding the farm size, or finding a 
cooperative partner is my task. I clearly know that every decision determines the profits or 
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losses of my farm.” As he said, the games mimic the real decision-making process. By 
experiencing the repeated decision-making processes, gamers grasp a better understanding of 
the impact of their decisions and cultivate their ability to diagnose the problems, weigh the 
advantages and disadvantages, resolve conflict, and eventually apply such abilities in the real 
world. Lü pointed out, “this gaming experience improves my skills in management, 
especially the ability of decision making.” Similar to Lü’s experience, Yuchao mentioned, “I 
have to analyze, plan, and predict for a lot of realistic situations when I play as mayor in a 
simulation. These situations insist on housing shortages, unemployment rate, economic crisis, 
population growth, infrastructure improvements, climate changes, and the development of 
health and educational services. From this process, I develop a more holistic and broader 
view on planning and predicting that is helpful for real-life applications.”  
Moreover, an interviewee pointed out that creativity and imagination could also be 
improved through gaming. Chiyu indicated that “city-building simulation games are usually 
open-ended and unrestrained so I can develop everything based on my free will. To structure 
an ideal world in the game, I usually invest some time in envisioning the details of every 
facility and building before sleeping. It makes my mind more flexible and creative.” Also, the 
improvement of attention focusing was mentioned by Gong, who would likely spend more 
than 8 hours a day on game playing during the weekends. As he described, “I think playing 
simulation games prolongs my attention focusing. My thoughts are less dispersive when I 
was concentrating on playing. But I don’t pay attention to how it works on other daily 
events.” Besides, 3 participants supported simulation games that model the mechanism of 
given scenarios help them to understand and learn the principles behind and accumulate 
specialized knowledge that is hard to approach in reality. For example, Fan said, “when I 
play farming games, I know how to grow the plants, how to take care of them, and how to 
avoid the injurious insects. When I play simulation games about designing the roller coasters, 
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I learn to calculate the degree of the gradient by using the basic concepts of motion, to 
connect the pathway track, to install the lift chain, wheels, and cars. Simulation games 
reinforce my understanding of some common knowledge and provides me an opportunity to 
quickly understand the principles behind many difficult phenomena that I couldn’t learn in 
school.” This calls to mind words that Jonathan Blow, a famous American video game 
designer, mentioned in one of his presentations in China. He illustrated that as people become 
more proficient in gaming, they turn into an expert in dealing with interconnected factors in 
complex networks. Even if they don’t feel they are learning anything, the gamers have 
improved their systemic thinking and accumulated experience in dealing with complex 
systems and understood how complex systems work.117 Thus, according to the data results, I 
conclude that simulation games can work as the promotion of learning and training skills. 
Character Development 
In terms of character development, only 7 interviewees (23.3%) agreed to this factor. 
Thus my hypothesis point is rejected. Among these 7 interviewees, 3 of them considered 
themselves more patient after playing simulation games. Gong said, “I think I became more 
patient after playing simulation games. You know how long one round could be.” Another 
participant, Fan, also indicated that, “I always have to try multiple times to make the roller 
coasters work, and then try multiple times to increase the degree of the excitement. I practice 
how to be calm and patient in this process.” Besides these 3 interviewees, others highlighted 
the terms such as “果断” (resolute), “坚持”(persistent), “开明” (open-minded), “有责任感” 
(responsible). Long said, “I found myself more resolute on decision-making. Through the 
game playing, I practice how to analyze different situations and how to quickly find out the 
better choice. Practice making perfect.” As a player of construction and management 
 
117 Jonathan Blow, “Youxi shi renlei sixiang de weilai” 游戏是人类思想的未来 [Games are the future of 
human thought], Gamecores, 2018.  
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simulation games, Jinggu mentioned that “as a leader and executive in the game, I take 
responsibility for the lives of all the citizens and the future of my city. It amplifies the 
significance of my behaviors and role on influencing others and shaping the events. So I feel 
more responsible for what I do in reality and more prudent on my movements and decision.” 
For people who disagreed with this question, the majority of them claimed that there is 
no correlation between playing simulation games and character development. For example, 
Lilly believed that all the personality traits and skills she displays in the games are something 
already existing. “I think gaming is a way to apply your abilities and personality rather than 
help you further developing it.” A few interviewees also hold the perspectives that playing 
games may lead to a negative impact on personality, such as make one lazy, sluggish, or 
anxious. Liu said, “I know a person who plays simulation all day long. I feel he become more 
and more slothful because he often postpones other plans, leaves his untidy room alone, and 
takes a shower less frequently.” Besides, Meixuan and the other 2 participants admitted that 
playing simulation games has the power of changing one’s character slightly, but they 
personally didn’t find any Chinese-made simulation games are powerful enough to make this 
kind of impact on themselves. However, Meixuan pointed out that some domestic simulation 
games such as Animal Restaurant and Chinese Parents helped her reflecting on real-worlds 
social or environmental issues. “In the game, Animal restaurant, I realized a virtual customer 
figure, which is a bear with a scar, is built upon the event that human beings defeat the bears 
and extract the bear bile. I think it is thought-provoking if the player would like to pay 
attention to reflect.” She also believed that if the developers of simulation games are willing 
to spend time on constructing an entire worldview similar to the reality and improving the 
details of storytelling, their games could offer the players to assess and review their lives 
outside of the game. The game incorporating the topics we care about and the events that 
happen in daily life has the potential to make magnificent changes in people. Because it 
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requires players to face issues of morality and ethics, guides the players to understand what is 
good, and also helps them to distinguish what is ugly, shaping their value, personality, and 
behavior. 
Overall, the data results support my hypotheses about playing simulation games to 
encourage interpersonal relationships and develop the skills. My last theory of character 
development is invalid. This chapter is significant by proving that simulation games can 
positively influence people in real-life situations. When the researchers, mainstream media, 
or the public criticize the impacts of gaming addiction, it is unwise to overlook the potentials 





















In this thesis, I began with a background introduction of the Chinese video game 
industry and outlined the transformation of different types of video games, from arcade 
games, console games, PC-based games, to mobile games. Then, I provided a brief overview 
of the development and adoption of simulation games. From this part, the readers can grasp 
that the foundation of the Chinese video games industry is built upon the importing video 
games from the U.S and Japan, and then developed and popularized due to the rampant 
piracy. Even though the history of the Chinese domestic game market is short, China has 
replaced the U.S and Japan becoming the largest gaming market and sharing the biggest 
game revenues. The Chinese government plays a non-negligible role throughout the 
development of the gaming industry, however, by putting more restrictions on regulating the 
market. On one hand, these restrictions prevented intellectual property violations, cut down 
the proliferation of piracy and saved many domestic companies from bankruptcy; on the 
other hand, the interference of the government in the gaming market restrained the 
development of certain game types such as the ban of the console games.  
Moreover, my analysis has demonstrated that the player’s motivations for playing 
simulation games are affective interaction, the satisfaction of achievement, and fantasy 
fulfillment. Based on the interview responses, gender disparity is generated from the result 
that there are more women playing simulation games for getting affective interaction than 
men. This tendency ascribes the fact that simulation game developers tend to put female 
players into consideration during the process of designing compared to other types of games, 
which are mainly dominated by male players. Therefore, simulation games are more likely to 
meet the female players’ expectations and psychological needs of engaging in affective 
interaction. I also explored the factors leading the players to quit a particular game and found 
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out that repetition, lack of immersion, and the money-oriented system result in gaming 
fatigues. The goal of this study is to build up people’s understanding of the attractions of 
simulation games and to help Chinese simulation game developers recognize certain design 
principles they need to improve or avoid in future designing. Previous scholarly articles have 
largely focused on the reasons that players play or give up playing video games rather than 
simulation games in particular; some discuss the popularity of simulation games in the U.S or 
Japan, but little research has addressed Chinese simulation games. My findings extend the 
realm of existing scholarship on simulation games in general, and gaming in China in 
particular. 
Furthermore, in this thesis, I provided a brief introduction to three genres of simulation 
games, including dating simulation games, life simulation games, and construction and 
management simulation games. With a focus on three representative simulation games in 
China, I have concluded that the game developers attract players by reinforcing the following 
three aspects. The first one is to ensure a sense of identity by incorporating the concept of 
Chinese social norms into game settings. Secondly, the developers take advantage of virtual 
farming, alleviating urbanites’ nostalgia for farmland and their pastoral complex. The last one 
is to develop simulation games with strong interactivity to target female gamers who show a 
unique desire for affective interaction. The popularity of these simulation games is because 
the game content closely fits China’s current social context and satisfies Chinese people’s 
psychological needs. My findings offer a more in-depth insight into Chinese prevailing social 
phenomena by analyzing the popularity of simulation games. 
In the context of discussing the positive impact of playing simulation games on gamers’ 
real-world activities, this thesis shows the evidence of promoting the interpersonal 
relationship and the possibility of utilizing the simulation games as an education tool on 
learning and training. Even though my hypothesis on aiding character development is false, 
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the potentials of simulation games on stimulating gamers’ self-reflection and changing their 
worldview are worthy of exploring further. As I mentioned, most of the existing scholarship 
focuses on the negative impacts of playing video games. I also probed the role of Chinese 
mainstream media in creating a negative portray and impression of video games at the 
beginning of Chapter 4. Therefore, this thesis is significant in supporting and emphasizing the 
benefits of videogame play in real-world situations. A topic that deserves mention is about 
the ideological and attitudinal difference between the older generation who grew up without 
the internet or computer and the younger generation who have been immersed in online 
networking since a young age, with regard to socializing. For the younger generation, social 
interaction occurs not only in the process of gaming together but also through conversing 
about the game, interacting with the virtual characters, or meeting like-minded people online. 
This kind of socializing runs counters to the traditional interpersonal interaction engaging 
among the elder. It seems to support the idea that video games, acting as a part of youth 
culture, create a unique value and norms that are differentiated from the parental culture.118 
Limitations 
While this thesis has offered a deeper understanding of many aspects of Chinese 
simulation games, there are some limitations to consider. The first is about the sample size. 
The current sample pool is limited to college students, and the sample size is relatively small. 
Therefore, replications are needed to check if these findings will be varied in the population 
of other age ranges or a larger population size. Based on the responses from people who have 
similar socioeconomic backgrounds and circumstances, the results could be relatively 
limited. Meanwhile, even though all of the participants had some gaming experience in 
simulation games, few of them are experts on video games. If the situation permits, getting 
 
118 Marco Benoît Carbone, and Paolo Ruffino, “Video game subcultures: Playing at the periphery of 
mainstream culture,” The Italian Journal of Game Studies 1, no.3 (2014): 6  
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touch with professional game bloggers, who are informative and spend a considerable 
amount of time on analyzing each game, would be helpful to improve the efficiency and 
professionalism of this research.  
Secondly, besides using the semi-structured interview, a survey with a rating scale 
would be helpful to indicate the interviewees’ level of feeling and attitude towards simulation 
game playing while enlarging the participant pool. Even if the results from semi-structured 
interviews is informative, they are very time-consuming, so I was faced with the difficulty of 
recruiting participants. Compared to offering a $6 gift to each person, a 5 in 30 chance of 
winning $40 in a drawing might attract more participants. Thirdly, I faced the issue of the 
lack of prior scholarly research studies on the topic. Reliable resources on parts of my topic 
were very limited therefore, when I conducted the literature review, I only focused on the 
studies discussing the impacts of game playing on real-life situations.  
Future research  
Future research may take a closer look at how different age groups reflect on this topic. 
My study illustrates a possible trend of attitude differences about socializing on video games 
due to the age gap. The researchers can further develop this idea by comparing the 
perspectives of college students with those of middle-aged people who have less exposure to 
electronic devices or video games playing. Or, they can also investigate elementary students 
who grew up in an environment more dependent on internet networking and whose parents 
are likely to be first-generation game users. Do young parents have a more acceptable and 
flexible attitude toward their children playing video games than middle-aged parents? Based 
on this comparison, they can observe the transformation of parental culture, which could be 
caused by the developing internet environment and gaming industry. 
Another potential research topic is about the concept of a money-orientated gaming 
system. To my knowledge, few existing peer-reviewed studies touch on this area. 氪金 is a 
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common phenomenon in the Chinese gamer community. In my research, I only give a brief 
introduction to 氪金 and how it results in the drop in player’s passion for playing simulation 
games. Many questions remain to be explored. For example, how is 氪金, a Japanese loan 
word which initially means “levy fees” for telecommunications, adopted as a game-world 
term, and then eventually incorporated into a development trend of the Chinese game 
industry? How would this trend shape the future gaming market? What would be the pros and 
cons of implement this kind of money-orientated system for the game designers? Is 氪金 is a 
phenomena only happening in Chinese market? Also, the players hold a polarized attitude 
toward 氪金. Even though 氪金 is one factor that leads people to quit a game, there is a large 
portion of players who exhibit a positive opinion or even are addicted to it. What are their 






























Appendix I: Interview Question 
1. 之前玩过模拟类游戏吗？可以给出你能想到的玩过的所有的模拟类游戏吗?  
Have you ever played simulation games before? Can you list all the simulation games 
you have played before? 
2. 当你听到模拟类游戏这个词的时候，你第⼀一印象是什什么？ 
What springs to mind when you hear the term ‘simulation games’? 
3. 你最早接触的模拟类游戏是哪个呢？是怎么知道的？ 
What was the first simulation game you played? How did you get to know that game? 
4. 哪个模拟类游戏是你觉得最上瘾的玩的时间最⻓长的？玩了了多久？ 
Which simulation game have you played for the longest time and felt most addicted to? 
How long have you played that game? 
5. 模拟游戏最吸引你的因素是什什么？ 
What aspects of simulation games most attracted you? 
6. 你会因为什什么原因⽽而放弃玩某个模拟游戏呢？ 
What may lead you to abandon a particular simulation game? 
7. 当你在玩模拟类游戏时, 你是倾向哪种设备呢？电脑，⼿手机，还是游戏机？为什什
么？是否曾经因为设备⽽而停⽌止玩模拟游戏？ 
On what kind of machine or device do you prefer to play simulation games? Computers, 
phones, or consoles? Why? Have you ever stopped playing because of the device? 
8. 如果让你设计⼀一款模拟类游戏，你希望强化这类游戏的什什么概念？ 
If you could design a simulation game, what concepts you would want to reinforce? 
9. 在选择模拟游戏时，你是否更更倾向那些有情感互动性的游戏？ 
Do you tend to choose the simulation games that provide more affective interactive? 
10. 当在玩这类游戏的时候，你会希望游戏设定更更贴近现实还是脱离⽣生活？为什什么？
When you play simulation games, you prefer the setting be more close to reality or not? 
Why? 
11. 你是否会更更希望跟朋友或者身边的⼀一起玩⼀一款模拟类游戏？为什什么？ 
Are you more likely to play a simulation game if you friends or people surrounding you 
are playing? Why? 
12. 当你在和朋友玩同⼀一款模拟游戏的时候，你是否认为这是⼀一种社交⽅方式？ 
Do you feel you are socializing when you play the same simulation game with your 
friend? 
13. 你有在模拟游戏上花过钱吗，是什什么情况呢？ 
Have you ever spent money on simulation games? In what cases? 
14. 是否觉得模拟游戏上的充值（氪⾦金金）制度会提⾼高或降低你的游戏体验吗？为什什么？
有过因为氪⾦金金制度放弃⼀一款游戏的经历吗？ 
Do you think this kind of financial incentive system improves or reduces your excitement 
and overall game experience? Why? Why not?  Have you ever given up a game because 




Do you think simulation games can have positive or negative effects on people’s real 
life？ 
16. 觉得⾃自⼰己从游戏中学到了了什什么呢？ 
Do you learn anything from playing simulation games? 
17. 你认为模拟类游戏对于建⽴立或者处理理⼈人际关系有帮助吗？ 
Do you think simulation games can foster the players’ ability to relate interpersonally? 
18. 你觉得模拟类游戏对于⼈人格塑造或者性格塑造有帮助吗？ 
Do you think simulation games are helpful in character to develop? 
19. 你觉得模拟类游戏对于提升个⼈人能⼒力力是否有帮助？⽐比如计划能⼒力力，分析能⼒力力？  
Do you think simulation games can cultivate users’ skills? For example, the ability to 
plan and to analyze? 
20. 你对于模拟游戏的看法是什什么？和其他类型相⽐比你觉得模拟类的游戏有什什么优势和
弊端呢？ 
What is your overall opinion about simulation games? What are the pros and cons of 
simulation games compared to other types of games? 
 
Questions to participants who have never played simulation games 
1. 是什什么原因让你不不想尝试模拟类游戏呢？ 
What factors lead you never try simulation games? 
2. 你对于模拟游戏有什什么看法吗？ 
Do you have an opinion about simulation games? 
3. 是什什么让你产⽣生这种看法的？ 
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